Basic Closet Section Configurations

Introduction:

The sections shown in this document are examples of basic configurations to assist in developing
ideas to create a closet design.

Dimensions::

All closet sections are designed at 24"W x 84"H x 12"D. Standard system heights are 84" and 96" tall
but can be built higher by a custom closet company depending on your ceiling height. The vertical
partitions range from 48" to 72" long. Standard system depths range from 12-24" but most solutions
are built at 12" or 14" deep. It is typical for drawer sections to be built deeper between 16" and 24"
but this is based on the available space within your closet and determined according to your storage
needs.

Installation Options:

Closet sections can be installed where the vertical partitions are built to the floor or suspended off
the floor. In our examples, the vertical partitions are off the floor.

Hanging Sections:

It is wise to incorporate various hanging sections to accommodate different lengths of clothing. This
will maximize space and guarantee that there is ample storage for all varieties and sizes of garments
in the closet. Dresses, for example will require a long or extra long hanging section.

Shelving Sections:

Closet shelving can accommodate shoes, folded items, purses, personal items and much more.
Adjustable shelving can be repositioned to store items as needs change. Shelves can be flat and
moveable, angled for shoe storage or made to accommodate shoe cubbies or other accessories.

Basket Sections:
Slide-out baskets are generally used as clothing or accessory storage. Different uses may include
toy storage or as clothes hampers. Items stored in baskets can be viewed with out sliding open the
unit, unlike drawers which hide all contents.

Drawer Sections:

Drawer sections can accommodate clothing, accessories, jewelry and more, while keeping all items
hidden from view. Drawer sections in a closet can usually eliminate the need for a bedroom dresser
as well. Various drawer styles, such as raised panel options, can be selected to match existing
cabinets in the bathroom or create a unique style just for the closet.
It is recommended that you consult a closet design professional to perform a space planning
analysis and custom design of your closet space. The expertise and creativity of a professional can
more efficiently maximize space since they are familiar with which configurations and sizes will best
suite your needs and items. Closet professionals can also assist with color, style and accessories.
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